
 
 

 

JAHRESGABEN 2015/16 

 

ANETTA MONA CHISA & LUCIA TKACOVA // Collaboration since 2000, live in Prag and Berlin 

 

At the heart of Anetta Mona Chisa and Lucia Tkacova’s collaboration lies their quest to find a means of reconciling 

the political with the aesthetic validity of art. How, Chisa and Tkacova ask, can art articulate resistance and 

stimulate social change without diminishing its aesthetic power or facilitating its instrumentalization?  

 

This applies to their Jahresgabe for the GAK: An accumulation of paving stones, evoking associations with public 

protest and street riot.  But a closer inspection reveals other material qualities: these paving stones are made 

from porcelain and painted by hand. Throw one of these fragile figures and it will more than likely shatter at once. 

They are neither suitable for the expression of civil discontent, nor for the purpose of road building. But as a 

symbol they fulfil their potential. 

 

CLASH!, 2012 

Porcelain, acrylic paint 

Approx. 6 x 6,5 x 5 cm 

21 original works (with certificate), exclusively for the GAK 

180 EUR  

 

 

FORT // Collaboration since 2008, live in Berlin 

 

This edition by artist duo FORT combines written instruction, individual realisation and hazard. The work itself consists 

of a concept paper and the appropriate small change to purchase a Flutschfinger ice pop. Using the instructions 

provided in the concept paper, the purchaser can determine the final form that the work will take. The user is invited to 

simply let the ice pop melt on a windowsill, on the living room floor or on a sheet of paper; to either intervene in this 

process or await the random outcome; to create a single work or a whole series of Flutschfinger paintings; or to merely 

frame the concept paper and hang it on a wall. Whichever course of action the purchaser settles upon, the result 

comprises an ironic commentary on the discourses about painting (the three colors of the Flutschfinger ice creating a 

delicate and abstract wash) and conceptual art. And as the great conceptualist Lawrence Weiner stated in his 

Declaration of Intent: "The artist may construct the piece. / The piece may be fabricated. / The piece need not be built. / 

Each being equal and consistent with the intent of the artist, the decision as to condition rests with the receiver upon 

the occasion of receivership." This reference to the traditions of concept art goes along with the cautioning finger of 

the Flutschfinger ice pop. 

 

Summercool II, 2015 

Instruction (incl. certificate) plus 90 eurocents for a Flutschfinger ice pop 

Varying sizes 

Edition: 100 + 10 AP, exclusively for the GAK 

120 EUR 

 

 



 
 

 

ALEXANDRA LEYKAUF // *1976 in Nuremberg, lives in Berlin 

 

In her work Alexandra Leykauf examines the relationship between the surface of the photographic image and the 

photographic subject. By folding and bending her own or found photographs, Leykauf creates three-dimensional 

objects which she then photographs, thereby restoring a flat condition. Shifts in perspective and scale blur the status 

of the (re)presentation. 

 

In her Jahresgabe for the GAK Leykauf has worked with an image of the painting Sunset Harbor at Rio (1864) by 

Martin Johnson Heade as it was reproduced in the publication American Marine Painting (Harry N. Abrams, Inc., New 

York, 1987). After removing the entire page from the catalog, Leykauf folded the page along the shoreline depicted in 

the image, arranged it on a table, and photographed the object. This arrangement establishes a peculiar relationship 

between the setting, the page and the space within the image, as reflected in the title of Leykauf's work. 

 

Sunset Harbor at Rio (Martin Johnson Heade) on my desk, 2015 

C-print made by hand  

35 cm x 52,5 cm (print) 

Edition: 8 + 1 AP, signed, dated, numbered, exclusively for the GAK 

800 EUR 

 

 

KATE NEWBY // *1979 Auckland, lives in New York 

 

Stones play a central role in the work of Kate Newby, whether as artificial or found objects embedded in the surface of 

her works of concrete sculpture, or as autonomous pieces. Newby's Jahresgabe for the GAK is an example of the 

latter. Small objects reminiscent of finds on a river bank or sea shore, of flat pebbles, pieces of coral or humpy rocks. 

However these are not the chance products of nature, but delicately crafted ceramic objects, fired and treated with 

glossy or matt glazes of various colors. These small unique works can be presented in different settings, whether 

individually or as an ensemble, on a pedestal, shelf, or table.  Transferring the ceramic stones into their (supposedly) 

natural environment by skipping them across the surface of a pond before allowing them to disappear into the depths 

or adding them to a pile of natural stones would also correspond to the artist's intentions. Where and by what means 

the work is constituted remains vague – a moment of conscious indeterminacy that is essential to Newbys practice, 

which is charakterized by ephemeral works skirting the margins of perceptibility. 

 

What a day, 2015 

Set of 4 glazed ceramics 

Varying sizes 

5 original works (with certificate) 

750 EUR 



 
 

 

TIM REINECKE // *1979 in Lüdenscheid, lives in Bremen 

 

Brown leaves, brittle stems, barren ground – a withered house plant, neglected, forgotten, abandoned? This specimen 

has more to contend with than a lack of water: the pot has been filled completely with concrete so that the plant's 

roots and hydroponic granules form a solid gray mass. Here, as in many of his works, Reinecke employs elements 

taken from our everyday world and takes them to their very limits.  

 

In the five unique works created for his series xero he overturns the common practice of beautifying our surroundings 

with greenery – an endeavor which, despite the most advanced plant care and breeding methods, always seems 

doomed to fail. This discrepancy is reflected in Reinecke's concreted plants, which provoke a sense of unease while 

revealing new qualities as the aesthetics of vitality are confronted with that of morbidity and stubborn resistance. 

 

xero 1 – xero 5, 2015 

Concrete, clay, plant 

Ø approx. 13 cm, height approx. 35 cm  

5 original works + 2 AP, signed, dated, exclusively for the  GAK 

610 EUR 

 

 

TILLMANN TERBUYKEN // *1978 in Munich, lives in Hamburg 

 

Tillmann Terbuyken's treatments of surface extend outwards, moving beyond the confines of the panel. His works 

oscillate between the mediums of painting and sculpture, between autonomy and functionality – some of them 

comprising a potential use. The schemes of colour and shape in Terbuyken's works connect with the painterly 

traditions of modernity, standing in contrast with his use of raw and unpretentious materials such as plywood and 

roofing battens. 

 

Terbuyken's Jahresgabe for the GAK features three triptychs of different sizes. The triptychs' central panels and 

angled side wings are presented in varying shades of red, yellow, blue and blended tones – the result is a 

reminiscence of the iconic painting Who’s Afraid of Red, Yellow and Blue? by Barnett Newman in the form of a wall 

object. As elementary as these vivid colors are the shapes chosen by the artist: the square, triangle and circle. The 

resulting tension between the conceptual rigour of the panels and the irregularity of their manufacturing proves highly 

fruitful. 

 

O.T. (Tryptichon 1), O.T. (Tryptichon 2),  and O.T. (Tryptichon 3), 2015 

Varnish, acrylic and vinylic paint on plywood 

62 x 88 x 33 cm, 55 x 80 x 26 cm and 48 x 72 x 19 cm 

3 original works, signed, dated, exclusively for the  GAK 

2100 EUR, 1900 EUR and 1700 EUR 



 
 

 

SUSANNE KATHARINA WILLAND // *1974 in Mittelberg/Kleinwalsertal, Austria, lives in Bremen 

 

Susanne Katharina Willand explores in her work the possibilities of fabric-based materials and techniques. Her 

embroideries on cloth oscillate between abstraction and figuration, unfolding an ambivalent effect as the viewer draws 

closer or moves further away. Viewed from a distance, the work gives an impression of naturalistic painting or 

photography. But stepping closer, the viewer comes to realize that the image is in fact comprised of a multitude of 

pixels. The closer one approaches the work, the more its motif dissolves. 

 

In her Jahresgabe for the GAK, Willand has embroidered five different views of a stone on linen fabric. The result is a 

meticulous study of an object which is both ubiquitous and quotidian and which neither the artist nor the observer are 

able to fully grasp. Willand's work offers a poetic appreciation of the complexity of seemingly simple objects and the 

boundaries of human perception. 

 

Stein. Ansicht  I–V, 2015 
Embroidery on linen (framed) 
30 x 40 cm (frame) 

5 original works, signed, dated, exclusively for the  GAK 

480 EUR 

 

 

More information about the Jahresgaben is available on http://www.gak-bremen.de/en/jahresgaben/ 
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